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Abstrat The absene of a radio arrier reuse pattern in wireless LAN systems
neessities to apply a ollision avoidane mehanism in order to man-
age all ollisions that an produe on the medium sharing. Previous
studies onerning ellular radio networks are in general foused on the
basis of frequeny ell partition. We re-investigate this frequeny reuse
topi for wireless LANs where all nodes use the same hannel and are
randomly plaed. Several measurements are presented to ompute all
radio parameters in a loal radio network. Then, theoretial study and
simulation results are introdued to dedue the distane that permits a
omplete arrier reuse by using a arrier sense mehanism.
Keywords: Wireless LAN, Propagation model, CSMA
Introdution
Channel utilization in wireless loal area networks is, in general, based
on the same arrier frequeny. No reuse fator or frequeny planning is
dened. All users tune on the same hannel and try to transmit data.
However, ollision between ommuniations of nearby users ould appear
frequently. To avoid ollisions, several tehniques exist like Carrier Sense
Multiple Aess (CSMA) [1℄. In this tehnique, dierent thresholds are
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xed in order to manage the medium sharing. Eah user has to estimate
the signal of neighboring users. When the number of neighboring users
is relatively high, the user avoids to transmit and waits for another silent
period. The CSMA threshold that, indiates to a user when the number
of interfering signals is high, represents the key of the system apaity
in radio LAN networks.
In Luent Wave LAN, three threshold levels are dened: low, medium,
and high [2℄. When the signal measured by the user is lower than the
threshold, the user an transmit. A human intervention is needed to
modify the threshold between low, medium, and high. In Hiperlan 1 [3,
4, 5℄, the system denes an adaptive threshold that is xed as a funtion
of the traÆ load. When the traÆ is high the value of the threshold is
bigger.
An adaptive threshold is ruial in a wireless radio while the apa-
ity of the system and the ommuniation quality depends diretly of
this threshold. Our approah in this paper onsists in omputing the
maximum distane from a transmitter that guarantees a non-interfering
ommuniation in parallel with other transmitting nodes. This distane
permits to adapt the threshold in a wireless LAN.
On the other hand, varying the signal power in an ad-ho network [6℄
is needed to reah neighbors in order to root all pakets orretly to
the destination. This signal power variation is orrelated with our reuse
distane. A maximum signal power permits to reah a far node but all
nodes in the transmitter neighboring area an not transmit and on the
ontrary, a minimum signal power allows arrier reuse but neessities
more paket routing.
This paper is organized as follows: Setion 2 shows results obtained
with a set of measurements and simulation, while Setion 3 presents a
theoretial study of the reuse distane. In setion 4, a spatial reuse with
and without arrier sense is simulated.
1. LAN RADIO TRANSMISSION:
MEASUREMENTS AND MODELING
The arrier reuse in loal radio networks depends strongly on the
environment harateristis. Path loss and slow fading eets dene
the reuse fator in LAN environment. Basially, for loal radio system,
the same arrier is reused every where and has a dierent employment
omparing with a ellular system like GSM [7, 8℄. Consequently, all users
an use the same frequeny band without any onstraints. However,
the high interferene level produed by other user ommuniations in a
losed area prevents a ontinuous utilization of the used arrier. The
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Table 1 Environment harateristi values.
Measurement environment Linear orrelation oeÆient  b(dB))
Corner-oÆe 0.95 4.63 -11.45
Corner-wall 0.98 2.86 -40.09
OÆe-oÆe 0.997 3.99 -38.53
Corridor-moving 0.998 2.87 -40.89
Road 0.88 2.31 -31.75
Road with ars 0.94 2.35 -36.60
All points (indoor) 0.99 2.67 -44.24
arrier sense tehnique resolves this onstraint and permits all users to
share the medium avoiding almost all ollisions.
In this setion, we try to ompute parameters that model signal prop-
agation. Measurement parameters are arried out by using Luent Wave
LAN Cards (IEEE 802.11) in dierent ases inluding indoor environ-
ment (oÆes, orridors, inside buildings, et.) and external buildings
environment (roads between buildings with many hurdles). These re-
sults are ompared with simulation results. In fat, the propagation
model onsidered uses as reeived signal power [7, 8℄:
P
tr
K
R

10

10
(1.1)
where P
tr
is the transmitted power,K is a onstant,  is related to the log
normal shadowing eet with a standard deviation that takes values up
to 12dB. A normal distribution is used for  values. R is the transmitter
to reeiver distane and  is the power attenuation exponent.
The idea is to use one Wave LAN transmitter and reeiver and to
ompute a very high quantity of reeived signal power. Then, a lin-
ear orrelation between all points permits to alulate omponents of
the line equation y =  ax + b; where a is equal to  and b is a
onstant (in dB). Indeed, mapping the Equation 1.1 in dB implies:
E[10log(reeived power)℄ =    10logR +KP
tr
. Table 1 gives values
of the linear orrelation applied on measurement les. The orrelation
oeÆient indiates how true values are losed to the omputed orrela-
tion line. This oeÆient has to be very lose to 1 in order to exhibit a
high orrelation quality. Eah line of Table 1 onsists of a measurement
series. Details on measurements are desribed below:
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Corner-oÆe: transmitter behind the orridor orner and reeiver
is moving from oÆe to oÆe in the same building;
Corner-wall: transmitter behind the orridor orner and reeiver
behind all walls in the building;
OÆe-oÆe: transmitter in an oÆe and reeiver is moving from
oÆe to oÆe in the same building (in eah oÆe, about 200 mea-
sures are taken moving around);
Corridor-moving: transmitter behind the orridor orner and re-
eiver is turning during measures in eah oÆe entrane of the
building.
Road: transmitter and reeiver are on a road without ars;
Road with ars: transmitter and reeiver moving around ars
parked on the road.
(a) Computing of attenuation om-
ponents:  = 2:67 and b =  44:24;
(reeived signal power versus dis-
tane).
(b) Slow fading omponent measure-
ment; standard deviation=5.03.
Figure 1 All indoor values.
Figure 1.a presents mean signal power measurements ompared to the
linear orrelation line. All measurements are very lose to the orrela-
tion line. Deviations from the mean value are shown in Figure 1.b and
ompared to the PDF (Probability Distribution Funtion) of the normal
distribution with the same standard deviation. The histogram represents
all measurement points that are inserted into boxes with equal surfaes.
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This represents a disrete analog of the PDF. Basially, we an ob-
serve that all values tend to form a normal distribution silhouette while
respeting the same standard deviation issued from the measurement
values. Note that values are measured in several indoor environments.
(a) Computing of attenuation om-
ponents:  = 3:99 and b =  38:53;
(reeived signal power versus dis-
tane).
(b) Slow fading omponent measure-
ment; standard deviation=3.86.
Figure 2 Measurement in building oÆes only.
In order to zoom into values and to estimate a better standard devia-
tion of the log-normal shadowing, we show only values that measured in
the same environment onditions. Figures 2.a and 2.b depit only mea-
surements arried in an oÆe-oÆe (referred to Table 1) environment.
Clearly, one an see that values are more oherent and the form of the
histogram is ideally similar to the PDF of the normal distribution and
show the relevane of the model.
After doing measurements and omputing all simulation model pa-
rameters, the idea onsists in reporting all these values in the simulation
model and ompare results with measurements. All indoor environment
values are plotted in Figure 3.a (see Table 1 also). The shadowing log-
normal standard deviation is estimated to 5dB. Figure 3.a illustrates
measurement values and simulation results for the reeived signal power.
We an observe that the path loss attenuation and the deviation from
the mean value are very similar. This onlusion onrms the validity
of the log-normal distribution for the shadowing modeling or the slow
fading eets.
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Figure 3 Throughput measurements and a omparison between simulation and mea-
surements.
Finally, the system throughput (at transmitter and reeiver) is ex-
hibited in Figure 3.a as a funtion of the reeived C=I ratio. Measure-
ments were made by using a UDP (User Datagram Protool) stream of
1Kbytes pakets. Reall that the maximum throughput supported by
Wave LAN ards is supposed to be 2Mbps (in a theoretial way!). The
gure suggests that the minimum C=I ratio required to maintain a high
throughput should be about 15dB. This value will be used later to om-
pute the reuse distane in our radio model. Also, the transmitter and
reeiver throughput are very approximately equal to eah other when
the C=I is bigger than 15dB. This is due to the high quality of the radio
ommuniation. In the other ase, below 15dB, Figure 3.a displays the
dierene between throughput at the reeiver and the transmitter end
point (due to paket loss). Evidently, when the bit error rate is high
(small C=I), the re-transmission protool will redue the bit rate.
In short, by doing an important number of measurements, we om-
pute all indoor environment harateristis in order to determine the
reuse distane and the maximum number of possible simultaneous om-
muniations.
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2. SPATIAL REUSE MODELING AND
ANALYSIS
In time multiplexed ellular networks [7, 8℄ spatial reuse is generally
onsidered in term of frequeny pattern alloation. We onsider here a
simpler model whih is still onsistent with the ellular approah. We
want to haraterize the maximum distane between a transmitter and
a reeiver (allowing a good transmission) aording to the density of
simultaneous transmitters. This setion is devoted to give a simple an-
alyti analysis of the triangular mesh. It will be used as a referene
for omparing the simulation results. The lassial triangular mesh is a
basi example where transmitters are regularly and densely plaed. We
haraterize a density of simultaneous transmitters in a L  L square
by the inter-node distane of the triangular mesh with same number of
transmitters that t in the square. If N is the number of transmitters,
then we have N =
L
D

L
D
p
3=2
.
In ellular networks [7, 8℄, frequeny reuse pattern is in general based
on a frequeny reuse distane D proportional to the radius R of the ell
[7℄. Typially, D = 3R or D = 3:46R for lassial GSM reuse patterns.
We are going to estimate this fator for the triangular mesh supposing
that no shadow fading eet ours.
Figure 4 (a) A ratio D=R that guarantees good spatial reuse in a triangular mesh
with Q = 15dB aording to the attenuation oeÆient . (b) A sharper lower bound
on the minimum ratio D=R aording to L=D for  = 3 (upper urve),  = 3:5
(middle urve) and  = 4 (lower urve).
A suÆient ondition for getting a good transmission between the
transmitting node and the reeiver is:
K
P
tr
R

 QB where B =
X
e transmitter
K
P
tr
Distane(e)
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Let H
n
denotes the hexagon with transmitters at distane nD from
the soure transmitter (there are 6n suh transmitters; their distane is
greater than nD
p
3=2). By partitioning the sum aording to onentri
hexagons, we obtain:
B =
L=D
X
n=1
X
e2H
n
K
P
tr
Distane(e)


L=D
X
n=1
6nK
P
tr
(nD
p
3=2)


6KP
tr
(D
p
3=2)

( 1)
where (s) =
P
1
n=1
1
n
s
is the famous zeta funtion of Riemann. A suÆ-
ient ondition for good spatial reuse for the triangular mesh is thus:
D
R

2
p
3
(6Q(  1))
1=
Note that this inequality is obtained by summing up to innity. It
is possible to get a sharper estimation by onsidering nite sums. See
Figure 4 for an illustration. Notie that the D=R ratio onverges rapidly
as the system size inreases.
3. SPATIAL REUSE SIMULATION
After presenting measurements that provide radio parameters and a
theoretial study that gives an idea about the D=R ratio (D is the dis-
tane between two transmitters as dened in Setion 3 and R is the
maximum distane from a transmitter that guarantees a good transmis-
sion), the paper proposes to exeute simulations in order to nd theD=R
ratio as a funtion of dierent parameters: system size, silene CSMA
threshold,  and nodes distribution (randomly or triangular). First,
simulations are exeuted without any arrier sense and then by using
a CSMA mehanism. The CSMA mehanism denes a silene CSMA
threshold: if a node needs to transmit, it should listen other user sig-
nals. If the sum of these signals is below the threshold, it an transmit.
Otherwise, it waits for a more silent period. The simulation model of
Equation 1.1 is taken.
Figures 5.a and 5.b ompare D=R versus system size for dierent val-
ues of  in triangular and random onguration respetively. Note that
the standard deviation of the log-normal shadowing distribution is xed
to 5dB. The number of transmitting nodes is equal to 50 and no CSMA
protool is applied. In the simulation, a reeiver is plaed randomly in
a disk of radius R entered on eah transmitter. Then, R is inreased
(we start with 1 meter) until the overall of failed ommuniations (e.g.
C=I < 15dB) reahes 5%. As depited in Figures 5.a and 5.b, when the
system size is too small, the number of interfering ommuniations is
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Figure 5 Silene area size versus system size; simulation without CSMA.
high and all reeived power is under 15dB (the number of transmitting
nodes is relatively high ompared to the system size). Consequently,
the radius is equal to 1 and the D=R (D depends on system size) rises
aording to the system size. When the system size beomes suÆiently
big, the D=R reahes a stable value and shows the biggest radius that
guarantees a ommuniation independently of the system size. This sta-
ble value varies as a funtion of . Indeed, by varying  with the same
shadowing (here standard deviation is xed to 5), we observe a smaller
D=R when  is equal to 4 (a strong path loss attenuation). In addition,
in a triangular onguration, all values (when varying ) are very lose
to the theoretial study illustrated in Figure 4. In fat, results join the
reuse fator idea in a ellular ontext beause all base stations are, in
general, plaed in a triangular onguration. On the other side, in an
ad-ho ontext when nodes are plaed randomly, the D=R mean ratio
onverges also to a stable value whih is less interesting than the trian-
gular onguration value. Moreover, values an be far from the mean
value. Indeed, random plaing provides a damaging eet on the value
of R (see Figure. 5.b).
In a CSMA ontext, simulations are aomplished by plaing a re-
eiver nearby eah transmitter (randomly plaed in the disk of radius
R). Two ases are onsidered: 1000 nodes are distributed on a triangular
mesh or randomly. CSMA mehanism is applied, e.g. we an transmit
a message only if the summation of other signals is inferior than the
CSMA threshold. Eah node tries to transmit in a random order. Then,
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Figure 6 Silene area size versus CSMA threshold; simulation with CSMA.
the distane R is inreased as long as 95% of user ommuniations is
above 15dB as before. Figures 6.a and 6.b depit simulations results
and exhibits D=R aording to the silene CSMA threshold for a system
size of 200m. Results speify that D=R reahes a stable value after a
ertain threshold and depending, solely, on . Figures indiates also
that random and triangular onguration are equivalent. In short, the
use of a arrier sense mehanism redues the damaging eet produed
when transmitters are plaed randomly.
Finally, when omparing to a non-CSMA onguration, we observe
that the value of the silene CSMA threshold in our simulation is about
 75dB when 50 simultaneous transmissions is permitted in the sys-
tem (to reah 350 transmitting nodes in the system, a  55dB threshold
is needed). A suitable threshold for spatial reuse seems to be around
 70dB beause it oers small deviations to the mean of D=R values
(see Figure 6). In addition, this value onludes the smallest D=R ratio
while maintaining the same system size.
4. CONCLUSION
We have rst shown the relevane of a lassial radio model in the on-
text of wireless LANs by omparing various measurements from Luent
IEEE 802.11 Wave LAN ards (over 2500 signal power measurements)
with analytial analysis and simulations. Moreover, we model the spatial
reuse by extending the spatial reuse fator D=R onept (known in el-
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lular radio networks) to wireless LANs whih seems espeially relevant
when a CSMA tehnique is used to avoid ollisions.
Interesting future work resides in the study of self adaptive CSMA
threshold tuning poliies as proposed in the Hiperlan 1 norm [3℄. Suh
poliies may allow to get better spatial reuse. Another interesting study
onerns ad-ho networks [6℄. A key point resides in nding a good
tradeo between spatial reuse and the number of transmissions needed
to route eah paket. Our studies ould lead to a CSMA threshold poliy
allowing to reah this goal : : :
On the other hand, our modeling is ertainly a good basis for envision-
ing quality of servie in wireless LANs. Indeed, it allows to model, in a
simple, way the sharing of the point-to-point radio links: two transmis-
sions are independent if the distane between transmitters is at least D.
We an, for example, design a simple bandwidth reservation protool: a
node an reserve some bandwidth b if b plus the sum of all the urrent
bandwidth reservations of the nodes at distane at most D is less than
the maximum bandwidth available on the arrier.
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